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OPINION
An agenda for personalized medicine
Pauline C. Ng, Sarah S. Murray, Samuel Levy and J. Craig Venter find differences in results from two direct-toconsumer genetics-testing companies. They therefore give nine recommendations to improve predictions.
ore than 1,000 DNA variants
associated with diseases and traits have
been identified1,2. Direct-to-consumer
(DTC) companies are harnessing these discoveries by offering DNA tests that provide insights
into personal genetic traits and disease risks.
Genetic testing can improve lifestyle choices
and increase preventive screening3. However,
understanding of the genetic contribution to
human disease is far from complete.
There is debate in the genetics community
as to the usefulness of DTC testing. Therefore,
we compared results from two DTC companies
(test kits provided by genomics companies
23andMe in Mountain View, California, and
Navigenics in Foster City, California) on 13 diseases for 5 individuals. Despite this limited data
set we find potential implications for personalized medicine. Here we provide recommendations to improve predictions and support the
continued growth of this nascent industry.
DTC genome scans are easy to get. Users
order tests online, provide saliva or a cheek
swab, and within a few weeks 500,000–
1,000,000 of their DNA variant markers are
scanned. The service provider then calculates
a set of disease risks based on the customer’s
specific combination of markers, and presents
the results to the user online (see graphic).
The accuracy of DTC genome-scan tests
has been questioned. It is our assessment that
the accuracy of the raw data is high. We found
that the genotypes, or particular DNA bases
observed, of an individual’s markers from
23andMe and Navigenics agreed more than
99.7% of the time. This is similar to accuracies
reported by the genotyping companies.
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Two other major concerns are whether the
predicted disease risks have any clinical validity, and how well a genetic variant correlates
with a specific disease or condition4. A few
individuals have alluded to getting different
predictions from different DTC companies for
the same disease5,6. We compared the consistency of disease-risk predictions between the
two DTC companies to see where differences
may arise (see Table 1).
Both companies report absolute risk,
which is the probability that an individual
will develop a disease. Absolute risk is derived
from two parameters: ‘relative risk’ and ‘average
population disease risk’. Relative risk is modelled from an individual’s genetics. Average
population disease risk varies depending on
how one defines the population. For example,
Navigenics distinguishes population disease
risk between men and women (for example,
men are more likely to have heart attacks than
women), whereas 23andMe primarily takes
into account age (for example, incidence of
rheumatoid arthritis increases with age). This
ambiguity in the definition of a ‘population’
underscores the caution one must exercise
when interpreting absolute risk results.
Even after we removed the average population risk variable we still found that only twothirds of relative risk predictions qualitatively
agree between 23andMe and Navigenics when
averaged across our five individuals (see Table
1). Certain diseases have better prediction
agreement than others. For four diseases, the
predictions between the two companies completely agree for all individuals. In contrast, for
seven diseases, 50% or less of the predictions
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SUMMARY
● For seven diseases, 50% or less of the
predictions of two companies agreed
across five individuals
● Companies should communicate
high risks better and test for drug
response markers
● Community should study markers in
all ethnicities and look at behaviour
after tests
agree between the two companies across the
individuals.
A major contributor to the discrepancies in
disease-risk predictions is the set of markers
that each service chooses to use in calculating relative risk. Risk markers are determined
from genome-wide association studies, which
survey hundreds of thousands or millions of
markers across control and disease patients7.
Each marker has different possible alleles.
Alleles that occur more frequently in disease
patients are designated as risk alleles and
have odds ratios greater than 1. For example,
in Alzheimer’s disease patients, 38% of ApoE
alleles are the ApoE4 risk allele; this allele’s frequency is only 14% in normal controls8. The
odds ratio for the ApoE4 risk allele is 3.7 (odds
of exposure in cases, divided by odds of exposure in controls is (0.38/0.62)/(0.14/0.86)). The
greater the frequency disparity between disease patients and normal controls, the higher
the odds ratio associated with the allele. Conversely, alleles conferring protection against
disease are observed less frequently in disease
patients and have odds ratios less than 1.
DTC companies harness the same publicly
available research to decide which markers to
include, and for the most part, could use the same
or similar markers. Yet no disease has an identical
set of markers between the two DTC companies
because each company has its own criteria for
accepting a genome-wide association result into
its relative risk calculation9,10. Some markers are
used by both companies for a particular disease.
For identical markers and correlated markers,
the odds ratios are similar between the two DTC
companies (r = 0.98 for identical markers; r = 0.89
for correlated markers). In other words, once
DTC companies agree that a marker is predictive of disease, they tend to agree on its genetic
contribution to disease predictions.
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estimate that 1% of markers in an
What gives two similar DTC
TABLE 1: PREDICTIONS FOR DISEASE RELATIVE
predictions? Coeliac disease is one
individual will violate the assumpRISKS FOR FIVE INDIVIDUALS
condition for which predictions
tion of perfect linkage disequilibDisease
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rium, and in these cases, using a
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sis. For coeliac disease, both compaing. Although this percentage seems
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↓↓
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nies have one strong-effect marker
small, hundreds of markers are
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Colon cancer
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==
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with a high odds ratio in common;
tested so there is likely to be at least
Navigenics also reports on seven
one error. Instead, direct genotyp↓↑
↓↑
↓↓
↓↓
Crohn’s disease
↓=
additional markers that 23andMe
ing of the disease-associated marker
↓↓
↑↑
Heart attack
=↓
=↓
=↓
does not use. Thus, the number of
would improve accuracy of risk
↑↓
↓↓
↓↓
Lupus
↑=
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genotypes. Some DTC companies
markers in common does not necessarily correlate with better prediction
already target specific key markers
↓↓
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agreement. However, the one strongnot on the whole genome arrays or
↑↑
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effect marker in common between
specific markers that have failed on
↑↑
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Prostate cancer
the whole genome arrays10.
both companies occurs in > 90% of
11
people with coeliac disease and
↓↑
↑↓
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Psoriasis
its risk allele has an odds ratio of 7
Test pharmacogenomic markers.
↑↑
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(ref. 12). The seven markers unique
An estimated 100,000 people die
syndrome
to Navigenics have modest effects12
annually in the United States from
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and therefore do not affect the overadverse drug reactions14,15. Although
↓↓
↓↓
↑↓
Type 2 diabetes
=↓
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all relative risk prediction for this
few drugs are labelled to require or
disease as much. Generally predicrecommend genetic testing, con↑ increased risk (RR > 1.05), ↓ decreased risk (relative risk (RR) < 0.95), = average risk (0.95
≤ RR ≤ 1.05). First prediction is from 23andMe; second prediction is from Navigenics.
tions tended to agree when there
sumers could find specific variants
Different predictions are highlighted in beige.
was consensus on the strong-effect
useful. Variants in drug metabolism
markers for a disease.
genes or recommended for testWhen the DTC companies did not use the current literature indicates that approximately ing by drug labels are informative and could
same strong-effect markers, we saw large dif- 60–65% of the heritability of coeliac disease is greatly affect an individual’s treatment. Examferences in prediction. A clear example is the still unaccounted for. Therefore, the marker set ples include variants affecting the efficacy of
predicted disease risk for psoriasis. In one used to screen for disease can miss unknown clopidogrel (used to reduce the risk of stroke
individual, 23andMe reports a relative risk of genetic factors, leading to false negatives. We or heart attack) or tamoxifen (used to treat
4.02, whereas Navigenics reports a relative risk recommend that DTC companies report the breast cancer)16. Most of the DTC companies
of 1.25, more than a threefold difference. The proportion of the genetic contribution of a dis- are testing for some pharmacogenomic markdifference is attributable to a marker unique to ease that can be attributed to the markers used ers17,18; we encourage inclusion of as many of
23andMe whose risk allele has an odds ratio of in their test, and the proportion of the genetic these markers as possible.
2.8 (ref. 13). This marker is not included in the contribution that is still unknown. This is difNavigenics analysis because the result does not ferent from reporting the genetic contribution Agree on strong-effect markers. DTC comseem to pass Navigenics’ publication require- versus the environmental contribution, which panies have agreed to use clinically validated
DTC companies emphasize on their websites. markers for prediction, but not necessarily
ments for marker inclusion.
the same markers or number of markers19.
Another concern is the use of markers that
have uncertain odds ratios estimates. A marker Focus on high-risk predictions. Most of the This lack of consensus leads to inconsistent
for type 2 diabetes that Navigenics uses has diseases predicted in the DTC reports imply results between DTC companies. As studies
the highest odds ratio among all of Navigen- only a modest risk compared with the average are replicated, the number of markers and
ics’ type 2 diabetes markers as reported in the population (approximately 80% of reported better estimates of their odds ratios should
literature. It therefore makes the strongest relative risks lie between 0.5 and 1.5). We rec- converge so that there is consensus to include a
contribution to the overall disease prediction. ommend that DTC companies structure their marker. Because these studies will take time, a
However, Navigenics warns that the marker’s communications with users around diseases stopgap solution is for DTC companies to agree
effect is statistically insignificant and may not and traits that have high-risk predictions. on using a core set of strong-effect markers to
contribute to disease. The average consumer is Customers could focus their lifestyle changes achieve better prediction consensus and conunlikely to appreciate the significance, or lack based on these. However, if there is a low- sistent reporting to the consumer.
thereof, of this result.
risk prediction for disease, a sense of security
These findings lead us to propose the fol- should not be assumed because much of the Community recommendations
lowing recommendations for a personalized genetic contribution to disease risk has yet to Monitor behavioural outcomes. One of
the fundamental questions with DTC tests
medicine research agenda.
be understood.
is whether they modify consumers’ behavCompany recommendations
Directly genotype risk markers. If the risk iour long term, and hence benefit lifestyle
Report the genetic contribution for the marker in the published literature is not and health20. More public studies need to be
markers tested. Currently, the markers that directly assayed by the DTC company, DTC funded to monitor behaviour resulting from
have been discovered by genome-wide asso- companies currently use linkage disequilib- DTC testing to identify the best strategies for
ciation studies do not explain the majority of rium (the non-random association of alle- using personal genomic data to improve an
the genetic heritability of disease. For example, les) to choose a surrogate risk marker. We individual’s health. Studies are currently under
© 2009 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved
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way, and applying the findings will be central
to the success of DTC genome tests and credibility of the field20.
Carry out prospective studies. Agreement
on risk predictions by DTC companies does
not necessarily imply that the predictions are
accurate or meaningful, and at this point in
time, we cannot determine who has the ‘best’
predictions. To effectively assess the clinical
validity of these genetic tests the community
needs more prospective studies with tens or
hundreds of thousands of individuals that
measure the predictive value of known markers21–23. Such studies are useful because they
consider risk markers simultaneously, measure
the interaction between different markers and
do not assume a risk model. It may be practical
to prioritize common diseases with significant
health impact because of the large numbers of
individuals and the expense associated with
prospective studies.
Replicate associated markers in other ethnicities. Genome-wide association studies
have been conducted primarily on populations
with European ancestry1. Disease-associated
markers may not transfer from one population to another — allele frequencies or linkage
disequilibrium patterns may differ1,24. Therefore, we strongly recommend the validation of
these markers and the surrounding pattern of
genetic variation in other ethnicities.
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Sequence rather than genotype. Eventually,
sequencing an individual’s genome will become
economically feasible. Sequencing has an
advantage over genotyping because it captures
the full spectrum of an individual’s variation
and determines, rather than infers, a higher
resolution of variants. However, identification
of variants should not be confused with their
interpretation, and pinpointing the causative
disease variant will still be challenging25. Our
ability to identify variants from comprehensive sequence data will far outstrip our ability
to characterize their biological effect. However,
accurate and complete reporting is a necessary
predecessor to a precise functional understanding of genomic data for the consumer.
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Let’s celebrate human genetic diversity
Science is finding evidence of genetic diversity among groups of people as well as among individuals. This
discovery should be embraced, not feared, say Bruce T. Lahn and Lanny Ebenstein.
growing body of data is revealing the
nature of human genetic diversity at
increasingly finer resolution1,2. It is
now recognized that despite the high degree of
genetic similarities that bind humanity together
as a species, considerable diversity exists at
both individual and group levels (see box, page
728). The biological significance of these variations remains to be explored fully. But enough
evidence has come to the fore to warrant the
question: what if scientific data ultimately demonstrate that genetically based biological variation exists at non-trivial levels not only among
individuals but also among groups? In our view,
the scientific community and society at large
are ill-prepared for such a possibility. We need
a moral response to this question that is robust
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irrespective of what research uncovers about
human diversity. Here, we argue for the moral
position that genetic diversity, from within
or among groups, should be embraced and
celebrated as one of humanity’s chief assets.
The current moral position is a sort of
‘biological egalitarianism’. This dominant
position emerged in recent decades largely
to correct grave historical injustices, including genocide, that were committed with the
support of pseudoscientific understandings
of group diversity. The racial-hygiene theory
promoted by German geneticists Fritz Lenz,
Eugene Fischer and others during the Nazi
era is one notorious example of such pseudoscience. Biological egalitarianism is the view
that no or almost no meaningful genetically
© 2009 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved

based biological differences exist among human
groups, with the exception of a few superficial
traits such as skin colour3. Proponents of this
view seem to hope that, by promoting biological sameness, discrimination against groups or
individuals will become groundless.
We believe that this position, although wellintentioned, is illogical and even dangerous,
as it implies that if significant group diversity
were established, discrimination might thereby
be justified. We reject this position. Equality
of opportunity and respect for human dignity
should be humankind’s common aspirations,
notwithstanding human differences no matter
how big or small. We also think that biological
egalitarianism may not remain viable in light of
the growing body of empirical data (see box).

